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Beyond Vertical Point Accuracy:
Assessing Inter-pixel Consistency in
30m Global DEMs for the Arid Central
Andes
Benjamin Purinton* and Bodo Bookhagen

Institute of Geosciences, University of Potsdam, Potsdam, Germany

Quantitative geomorphic research depends on accurate topographic data often collected via
remote sensing. Lidar, and photogrammetric methods like structure-from-motion, provide the
highest quality data for generating digital elevation models (DEMs). Unfortunately, these data
are restricted to relatively small areas, and may be expensive or time-consuming to collect.
Global and near-global DEMs with 1 arcsec (∼30m) ground sampling from spaceborne radar
and optical sensors offer an alternative gridded, continuous surface at the cost of resolution
and accuracy. Accuracy is typically defined with respect to external datasets, often, but not
always, in the form of point or profile measurements from sources like differential Global
Navigation Satellite System (GNSS), spaceborne lidar (e.g., ICESat), and other geodetic
measurements. Vertical point or profile accuracy metrics can miss the pixel-to-pixel variability
(sometimes called DEM noise) that is unrelated to true topographic signal, but rather sensor-,
orbital-, and/or processing-related artifacts. This is most concerning in selecting a DEM for
geomorphic analysis, as this variability can affect derivatives of elevation (e.g., slope and
curvature) and impact flow routing. We use (near) global DEMs at 1 arcsec resolution (SRTM,
ASTER, ALOS, TanDEM-X, and the recently released Copernicus) and develop new internal
accuracymetrics to assess inter-pixel variability without reference data. Our study area is in the
arid, steep Central Andes, and is nearly vegetation-free, creating ideal conditions for remote
sensing of the bare-earth surface. We use a novel hillshade-filtering approach to detrend long-
wavelength topographic signals and accentuate short-wavelength variability. Fourier
transformations of the spatial signal to the frequency domain allows us to quantify: 1)
artifacts in the un-projected 1 arcsec DEMs at wavelengths greater than the Nyquist (twice
the nominal resolution, so > 2 arcsec); and 2) the relative variance of adjacent pixels in DEMs
resampled to 30-m resolution (UTM projected). We translate results into their impact on
hillslope and channel slope calculations, and we highlight the quality of the five DEMs. We find
that the Copernicus DEM, which is based on a carefully edited commercial version of the
TanDEM-X, provides the highest quality landscape representation, and should become the
preferred DEM for topographic analysis in areas without sufficient coverage of higher-quality
local DEMs.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Digital elevation models (DEMs) with accurate representations of
topographic variability are vital to modern quantitative
geomorphology. Geomorphologists increasingly rely on high-
resolution topographic data from sources like Light Detection
and Ranging (lidar; Roering et al., 2013; Passalacqua et al., 2015;
Clubb et al., 2019; Rheinwalt et al., 2019), as well as
photogrammetric techniques like structure-from-motion
(Smith et al., 2015; Eltner et al., 2016; Cook, 2017), and
stereogrammetry using sub-meter resolution optical satellites
(Bagnardi et al., 2016; Bessette-Kirton et al., 2018). While the
spatial resolution of these products is typically <5 m, these DEMs
are often only attainable for study areas of limited size
(∼1–100 km2) due to cost and/or effort. In the cryospheric
community, analysis of larger regions has been achieved with
DEMs generated from DigitalGlobe, WorldView, GeoEye, and
other satellites (e.g., Shean et al., 2020), but attaining these over
larger study areas and processing the raw satellite imagery [e.g., in
the Ames Stereo-Pipeline (Beyer et al., 2018)] can be a
formidable task.

In lieu of these high-resolution products for larger (100–1,000
+ km2) or remote study areas, lower spatial resolution (10–30 m)
spaceborne DEMs remain popular for geomorphic analysis (e.g.,
Mudd, 2020). With the recent release of the Copernicus global
DEM (Fahrland et al., 2020; Leister-Taylor et al., 2020) at 30 m
resolution (10 m in Europe), the community is now faced with an
additional choice besides the 30 m Advanced Spaceborne
Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer Global DEM v3
(ASTER-GDEMv3; Abrams et al., 2020; Abrams and Crippen,
2019), reprocessed Shuttle Radar Topography Mission
NASADEM (SRTM-NASADEM; Farr et al., 2007; Crippen
et al., 2016; Buckley et al., 2020), and Advanced Land
Observing Satellite World 3D v3.1 (ALOS-W3Dv3.1; Tadono
et al., 2014; Takaku et al., 2014; EORC, 2021). Besides these open-
access 30 m DEMs, other options exist via commercial purchase
(e.g., 5 m ALOS W3D and 10 m AIRBUS WorldDEMTM) or
research proposal (e.g., 12 and 30 m TanDEM-X; Wessel, 2016;
Rizzoli et al., 2017; Wessel et al., 2018). Additional edited DEMs
have also been derived from these sources with the specific
intention of hydrologic correction and flow routing (e.g.,
MERIT and MERIT Hydro; Yamazaki et al., 2017).

The choices can be overwhelming, and deficiencies continue to
plague global DEMs (Hawker et al., 2018; Schumann and Bates,
2018; Polidori and El Hage, 2020). This has led to many
calibration and validation studies for these products, with the
goal of assessing their absolute elevation accuracy through
reference measurements (e.g., Rodríguez et al., 2006;
Tachikawa et al., 2011; Rexer and Hirt, 2014; Baade and
Schmullius, 2016; Becek et al., 2016; Wessel et al., 2018;
Kramm and Hoffmeister, 2019), and, less often, their
geomorphic suitability (Pipaud et al., 2015; Purinton and
Bookhagen, 2017; Schwanghart and Scherler, 2017; Boulton
and Stokes, 2018; Grohmann, 2018). Accuracy is often
expressed by statistical analysis of multiple measurements
carried out at the individual point or pixel level from sparse
differential GNSS (dGNSS) or other reference data (e.g., ICESat

or ICESat-2; Carabajal and Harding, 2006; Neuenschwander and
Pitts, 2019; Carabajal and Boy, 2020). While these values give an
impression of the overall data quality, they do not capture the
spatial variability. Specifically, point-based metrics do not
measure the inter-pixel consistency of the gridded DEM.

Herein, inter-pixel consistency refers to the pixel-to-pixel
height variability of the DEM that is not related to the true
underlying topographic surface, but rather to orbital, sensor, and/
or processing artifacts (cf. Yamazaki et al., 2017; Purinton and
Bookhagen, 2018). This terminology is similar to DEM noise or
vertical uncertainty, but here we provide a specific and distinct
definition to avoid ambiguity. We emphasize that the inter-pixel
consistency is primarily a metric of vertical uncertainty
represented by adjacent pixel variability, as opposed to
horizontal accuracy. High variability of elevation in adjacent
pixels in a DEM will be amplified in their derivatives (e.g.,
slope, aspect, and curvature), with implications for the
conclusions drawn depending on the DEM used.

We build on previous work (Purinton and Bookhagen, 2017)
and develop new accuracy metrics internal to a given DEM
(without reference data). We assess the chosen metric on a
suite of global to near-global, open-access 1 arcsec DEMs
(SRTM-NASADEM, ASTER-GDEMv3, ALOS-W3Dv3.1,
TanDEM-X, and Copernicus) using quantitative techniques
based on Fourier frequency analysis. From this, we find long-
wavelength (≥2 arcsec) artifacts in a number of DEMs and
quantify the variance in adjacent pixel steps for DEMs
resampled to 30-m resolution. We demonstrate the
implications of high short-wavelength variance in terms of
inter-pixel consistency using catchment slope distributions and
longitudinal river profiles. We conclude with suggestions and
caveats of open-access DEM selection for geomorphic analysis.

2 STUDY AREA

Our study is set in the arid and steep Central Andes of
northwestern Argentina (Figure 1). Here, the Altiplano-Puna
Plateau (a.k.a. Central Andean Plateau; Allmendinger et al., 1997;
Strecker et al., 2007) provides an ideal environment to assess
DEM quality (Purinton and Bookhagen, 2017; Purinton and
Bookhagen, 2018). The hyper-arid climate, resulting from
orographic blocking and atmospheric circulation (Bookhagen
and Strecker, 2008; Bookhagen and Strecker, 2012; Rohrmann
et al., 2014), creates an area nearly free of vegetation (Figure 1B)
with low anthropogenic influence (Purinton and Bookhagen,
2018), as shown in the field photographs in Figures 1C,D.
The low vegetation cover and low seasonal variation results in
high interferometric coherence values for the high-elevation
areas, while the vegetation-covered eastern slopes of the
Central Andes have low coherences (Olen and Bookhagen,
2020; Purinton and Bookhagen, 2020). Thus, the optical- and
radar-derived DEMs contain only signals of true bare-earth
topography and orbital-, sensor- and/or processing-related
artifacts. Much of the study area has locally rough bedrock
outcrops and incised valleys connected by relatively smooth
hillslopes and planar surfaces (e.g., alluvial fans, paleo-terraces,
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salt flats; cf. Figures 1C,D), and thus we expect inter-pixel
consistency to be high in more accurate DEMs.

The large-scale geomorphology of the Central Andean Plateau
is characterized by several internally-drained basins that formed
during Pliocene and Quaternary times (e.g., Alonso et al., 1991;
Strecker et al., 2007; Hain et al., 2011; Pingel et al., 2020). These
have steep, fault-bounded ranges with elevations up to 6 km and
basin reliefs of ∼3 km (Figure 1A). Compartmentalization of the
plateau was enhanced through active volcanism and deformation
(Alonso et al., 1991). During Pleistocene pluvial periods the
catchments experienced increased water supply that lead to
lake formation in the low-elevation parts of the basins and
enhanced glacial erosion in the high-elevation parts
(Bookhagen et al., 2001; Haselton et al., 2002; Luna et al.,
2018). The repetitive drying of the lake beds, and the
associated increase in chemical element concentration, lead to
wide-spread, Lithium-rich brine formations (Godfrey et al.,
2013). In addition to the steep, high-relief mountain ranges,
these exceptional large (>100 km2), flat areas provide an ideal

natural laboratory to study DEM variability on low slopes, akin to
airplane runways at much smaller scales (Becek et al., 2016).

We assess the inter-pixel consistency over a 2° × 2° study
area (∼ 220 × 220 km) shown in Figure 1, and demonstrate
the geomorphic implications in three selected catchments:
Honda, Queva, and Palermo, with drainage areas of 66, 94,
and 219 km2, respectively. The chosen catchments
constitute the steeper sections of the study area, while
the large flat areas (salars) provide many surfaces that
should have low variability in adjacent pixels in the
absence of DEM artifacts.

3 DEMS

The 1 arcsec DEMs used in the present study are shown in
Table 1, with details of each dataset given below. These DEMs
are derived using either photogrammetry or Synthetic Aperture
Radar interferometry, each with their own issues and caveats

FIGURE 1 | Overview of the study area in Northwest Argentina. (A) Elevation and hillshade derived from Copernicus DEM. (B) Vegetation derived from MODIS
product 13C1 enhanced vegetation index 14-years average (MODIS EVI; Huete et al., 1994). No vegetation is typically defined by EVI values <0.3, and the maximum
value in the study area is <0.2. Drainage boundary of the internally drained Altiplano-Puna Plateau is shown in dark blue, with catchments selected for slope and channel
analysis shown in black. (C) and (D) are the photographs identified in (B), which demonstrate the smooth topography and nearly vegetation-free characteristics of
the study area, with a combination of steep volcanoes, mountain ranges, flat salars, and local bedrock outcrops.
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(e.g., Nuth and Kääb, 2011; Yamazaki et al., 2017; Purinton and
Bookhagen, 2017; Purinton and Bookhagen, 2018). Although
additional open-access DEMs exist (e.g., MERIT, Viewfinder
Panorma), these are derived from the DEMs used in the present
study, and we instead focus on the un-projected products at
their most recent processing release given in Table 1. We do
note that the Copernicus DEM is a derived product from the
TanDEM-X mission, but this is based on a significantly edited
and quality controlled commercial DEM (10 m AIRBUS
WorldDEMTM; Zink et al. (2021)). The recent release and
high geomorphic potential of Copernicus warrants
inclusion—and recent work indicates its high quality (Guth
and Geoffroy, 2021). Although these DEMs have been collected
between 2000 (SRTM-NASADEM) and 2015 (TanDEM-X and
Copernicus), we expect little change of the land surface during
this short time period given the arid conditions and low erosion
rates (Bookhagen and Strecker, 2012). Thus, despite their
different dates, these datasets are comparable at the large
scale of our study.

The 1° × 1° tiles delivered for each DEM at 1 arcsec spatial
resolution were vertically shifted to the EGM96 geoid datum (if
not already in this vertical reference) with the dem_geoid
function in the Ames Stereo-Pipeline (Beyer et al., 2018). The
four adjacent 1° × 1° tiles were then mosaicked with gdal_merge
(GDAL/OGR contributors, 2021). In a later step, the DEMs were
resampled to UTM zone 19S to produce equal area (30 m) pixels
using various approaches implemented in gdalwarp (GDAL/
OGR contributors, 2021). We note that at 26°S the un-
projected 1 arcsec pixels are 27.7 × 30.5 m (geographic
longitude × latitude or Cartesian x × y) and this increases to
28.3 × 30.5 m at 24°S. This represents an ∼7–9% difference in x, y
pixel length, which is removed during resampling to 30-m square
UTM pixels.

3.1 SRTM-NASADEM
Collected over an 11-day mission in February 2000, the SRTM
DEM—derived using C-band radar interferometry—has led to
significant advances in (near) global topographic analysis (Farr
et al., 2007). The ∼3 global passes of the C-band returns were used
to generate DEMs at resolutions of 1 (∼30 m) and 3 (∼90 m)

arcsec. Since the initial data collection in February 2000, this
dataset has seen many releases and void-filling efforts (e.g., Jarvis
et al., 2008), with the most recent being the reprocessed 1 arcsec
SRTM-NASADEM (Crippen et al., 2016; Buckley et al., 2020).
Absolute vertical uncertainties of SRTM from reference datasets
on bare-earth range from ∼2–10 m depending on the chosen
statistical metrics and topographic steepness (e.g., Rodríguez
et al., 2006; Becek, 2008; Becek, 2014; Rexer and Hirt, 2014;
Purinton and Bookhagen, 2017).

3.2 ASTER-GDEMv3
The ASTER optical sensor aboard the Terra satellite collects nadir
and backwards pointing imagery at a 15 m resolution since 1999.
These stereo pairs are used to generate 30 m DEMs (e.g., Kääb,
2002), which are stacked to form the ASTER-GDEM (ASTER,
2009; Tachikawa et al., 2011). The most recent ASTER-GDEMv3
was generated by stacking over 2.3 million individual DEMs
(Abrams and Crippen, 2019; Abrams et al., 2020) with a varying
number of stacked scenes for each row and column of the satellite
orbit, with an average number of 23 (σ � 18) for the study area.
Generally high absolute vertical uncertainties of the ASTER
DEMs have been reported ranging from ∼6–20 m, again
depending heavily on topography (e.g., Tachikawa et al., 2011;
Becek, 2014; Rexer and Hirt, 2014; Baade and Schmullius, 2016;
Purinton and Bookhagen, 2017).

3.3 ALOS-W3Dv3.1
The ALOS Panchromatic Remote-sensing Instrument for
Stereo Mapping (PRISM), launched in 2006, provides
another optical source of DEMs (Tadono et al., 2014). With
along-track nadir, backward, and forward viewing cameras at
2.5 m resolution, the images are used in a similar manner to
ASTER to produce tri-stereo DEMs at a resolution of 5 m, of
which over 3 million were stacked to form the World 3D 5 m
DEM available commercially (Takaku et al., 2014). A 1 arcsec
resampled version of this dataset is available for public access,
with the most recent edited and hole-filled version being the
ALOS-W3Dv3.1 used in this study (EORC, 2021). Over the
study area, the number of stacked PRISM DEMs used to
generate the final product is on average 7 (σ � 5). Absolute

TABLE 1 | Global 1 arcsec (∼30 m) DEMs compared.

DEM (release
year)

Source Horizontal, vertical
datums

Data type Link Technical documents

SRTM-NASADEM
(2020)

C-band radar WGS84, EGM96 Integer
16-bit

https://lpdaac.usgs.gov/products/
nasadem_hgtv001

Buckley et al. (2020)

ASTER-GDEMv3
(2019)

Optical WGS84, EGM96 Integer
16-bit

https://lpdaac.usgs.gov/products/
astgtmv003/

Abrams and Crippen (2019); Abrams
et al. (2020)

ALOS-W3Dv3.1
(2020)

Optical, downsampled
from 5 m

WGS84, EGM96 Integer
16-bit

https://www.eorc.jaxa.jp/ALOS/en/
aw3d30/index.htm

EORC (2021)

TanDEM-X (2016) X-band radar WGS84, WGS84 Float
32-bit

https://tandemx-science.dlr.de/ Wessel (2016); Rizzoli et al. (2017);
Zink et al. (2021)

Copernicus (2021) TanDEM-X, AIRBUS
WorldDEMTM

WGS84, EGM2008 Float
32-bit

https://panda.copernicus.eu/web/
cds-catalogue/panda

Leister-Taylor et al. (2020); Fahrland
et al. (2020)
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vertical uncertainties for the ALOSWorld 3D DEMs have been
reported to a more limited extent, but may be expected to range
from ∼2–10 m (e.g., Purinton and Bookhagen, 2017)
depending on terrain slope.

3.4 TanDEM-X
The TanDEM-X 0.4 arcsec (∼12 m) DEM is the next generation
of radar-derived global topography following the SRTM. This
DEM was generated by interferometric processing and stacking
of >470,000 X-band radar TerraSAR-X/TanDEM-X satellite
bistatic scenes collected between 2010 and 2015 (Krieger
et al., 2013; Wessel, 2016; Rizzoli et al., 2017; Zink et al.,
2021). These data were also resampled, without further
processing via different multi-looking, to a 1 and 3 arcsec
version. The bistatic scenes have also been used to create the
10 m commercial AIRBUS WorldDEMTM (Zink et al., 2021)
with careful manual editing (e.g., void filling, water-body
flattening, smoothing). The 3 arcsec (∼90 m) TanDEM-X is
now available for public access, but the 1 arcsec version used
in the present study was received through a scientific proposal to
the DLR (Zink et al., 2021). The number of individual stacked
scenes in the final product is on average 7 (σ � 4) for our study
area. The TanDEM-X absolute vertical uncertainty is in the
range of ∼1–5 m (e.g., Purinton and Bookhagen, 2017; Wessel

et al., 2018), representing a significant improvement over
previous near-global DEMs.

3.5 Copernicus
The Copernicus DEM, publically released at 3 arcsec in 2019 and
1 arcsec in 2021, is a derived product from the TanDEM-X
mission. This dataset is also available at 10 m resolution over
Europe, and was generated from the commercial WorldDEMTM

by the European Space Agency (ESA) and AIRBUS, including
additional editing and smoothing of the 1 and 3 arcsec products
(Leister-Taylor et al., 2020). The recently released 1 arcsec
Copernicus DEM used here should therefore represent an
improvement over the similar 1 arcsec TanDEM-X (scientific
product generated by the DLR from resampling the 0.4 arcsec
version without editing); however, thus far, limited validation
reporting exists (Fahrland et al., 2020; Guth and Geoffroy, 2021).
We also emphasize that the processing and filtering steps of the
commercial TanDEM-X WorldDEMTM product leading to the
Copernicus DEM are not open-source documentation. The
Copernicus DEM has been assessed with ICESat-2
measurements, which indicate absolute vertical uncertainties of
∼1–3 m (Fahrland et al., 2020), and previous work to assess the
WorldDEMTM indicates similarly high accuracy of this dataset
(Becek et al., 2016).

FIGURE 2 | Example hillshades and elevation profiles for a ∼10-km square tile in the Central Andes (cf. Figure 1A for location). The DEMs are un-projected with
1 arcsec pixels, which translates into ∼ 28 × 30 m (longitude×latitude) pixels at this latitude. (A) Copernicus hillshade with smooth representation of topography due to
high inter-pixel consistency. (B) ASTER-GDEMv3 hillshade with rough appearance due to low inter-pixel consistency. (C) ∼2000 m long elevation profiles for both DEMs
from X to X’. The DEMs have not been co-registered or aligned, which can lead to offsets such as the difference in valley bottom location around 25 arcsec. Note the
higher inter-pixel variability (low inter-pixel consistency) of the ASTER-GDEMv3 profile.
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4 MOTIVATION

Often as geomorphologists, the first assessment of DEM quality is
provided by qualitative evaluation of a hillshade image with
knowledge of the expected topography (Figure 2). Our study
area is characterized by vegetation-free, bare-earth, and smooth
surfaces, formed by diffusive transport processes in a landscape
with high preservation potential (Figures 1C,D). The Copernicus
DEM (Figure 2A) reproduces this expectation, while the ASTER-
GDEMv3 (Figure 2B) presents a much rougher representation of
the landscape, obscuring the channel, hillslope, and valley
features of interest. The elevation profile in Figure 2C
demonstrates the smooth versus rough qualities of these
DEMs, which will have clear implications for derived metrics
and flow routing on the gridded surface.

Our method development is motivated by a number of
factors building on our previous work (Purinton and
Bookhagen, 2017; Purinton and Bookhagen, 2018; Smith
et al., 2019). Firstly, we wish to quantify the inter-pixel
consistency (non-topographic variability, sometimes
referred to as relative DEM error; e.g., Rizzoli et al. (2017))
and not point-based vertical accuracy using reference data
(e.g., derived from kinematic and static dGNSS, ICESat,

ICESat-2). Secondly, while an accurate control DEM (e.g.,
high-resolution Pleiades or SPOT7 optical DEM) could be
used as a reference surface, this would require purchasing and
processing these datasets, which would not cover the full
geographic area of our study. Furthermore, when using
reference surfaces it is necessary to align the datasets prior
to comparison (Nuth and Kääb, 2011; Purinton and
Bookhagen, 2018). This requires model fitting and
resampling, both of which are subject to chosen parameters
that can lead to additional artifacts. Thirdly, our goal is to
report the impact of non-topographic variability (orbital-,
sensor-, and/or processing-related artifacts) on derivatives
of elevation (i.e., slope, which directly impacts other
derivatives like aspect and curvature) in the context of
catchment-scale geomorphic analysis of hillslopes and
channels using 30 m open-access DEMs.

5 METHODS

Python codes to reproduce the outlined steps, including the
calculation of different metrics, are available here: https://
github.com/UP-RS-ESP/DEM-Consistency-Metrics.

FIGURE 3 |Hillshade and comparison of the three consistency metrics. ∼10-km square tiles are the same as those in Figure 2 (cf. Figure 1A for location). Top row
shows (A) Copernicus hillshade with consistency metrics, (B) smoothing and differencing (dR, with units of m), (C) 3 × 3 window plane fit root mean squared error
(RMSE, with units of m), and (D) hillshade azimuth rotation and maximum high-pass filter extraction (HPHS, unitless). All three metrics show a similar pattern with low
values on hillslopes and planar surfaces and high values in areas of high curvature (ridges, valleys, channel banks). (E–H) Same as top row but for ASTER-GDEMv3.
All colors are scaled from 0 to the 99th percentile of the value in the respective image. The rougher ASTER-GDEMv3 obscures the topographic signal, and themagnitude
of all metrics is ∼2 times greater compared to Copernicus.
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5.1 Consistency Metrics
Within the outlined context, we explore three options for inter-
pixel consistency metrics. The different metrics can be seen in
Figure 3, and details of each are provided below. All metrics are
generated in small analysis windows (3 × 3 or 5 × 5 pixels, or in
length ∼ 90 × 90 or ∼ 150 × 150 m), which emphasizes the
variability in adjacent pixels. We view these metrics as a
normalization procedure to better compare pixels to their local
neighborhoods. This also can be described as a detrending or local
filtering step. This is necessary, because analysis directly on the
elevation pixels may mask the inter-pixel consistency signal
under large-scale topographic signatures.

Because of local topographic variations, these metrics also
reflect true local topographic signatures. For example, they result
in high values in areas of high curvature (e.g., ridges and valleys).
But at the same time, they also capture the signal of inter-pixel
consistency, which has a very different spatial pattern compared
to the discrete, localized ridge and valley signals of real
topography. We emphasize the bare-earth and nearly
vegetation-free signal of this area (Figures 1C,D): all metrics
rely primarily on the assumption of field and topographic
knowledge of the area of interest. If vegetation were present,
we may expect a rougher surface from the spaceborne DEMs, and
this will differ depending on the optical or radar collection
method. Our method thus relies on some a priori knowledge
of the expected surface in the study area, which can be gained
through field knowledge and/or additional remote sensing data
(e.g., rainfall, vegetation). But despite this, metrics can be
compared between different DEMs to provide a relative
assessment of inter-pixel consistency and its geomorphic
implication. In the comparison step, we use the power-
frequency distributions of the consistency metric to exploit the
frequency, as opposed to spatial, domain. A pixel-by-pixel
comparison of the various DEMs in the spatial domain would
require careful sub-pixel co-registration steps (e.g., Nuth and
Kääb, 2011).

5.1.1 dR: Roughness From Smoothed DEM
Differencing
The first method tested was to difference the gridded elevation
surface with a smoothed version of itself. We refer to this metric
as roughness difference (dR, units of m), as it results in low values
in areas where the DEM elevation pixels are similar (smooth) and
high values in areas with rapid changes in elevation (rough). This
is similar to commonly used differencing of DEMs with more
accurate control DEMs, but does not rely on external data and
does not require co-registration alignment between the surfaces.

With dR, the choice of DEM smoothing technique and the
parameters associated with that technique are important
considerations. We tested a number of convolutional
smoothing methods (median, Wiener, Gaussian filters) with
window sizes of 3 × 3 and 5 × 5 pixels. The different methods
provided comparable results and similar spatial patterns, and the
results shown in Figures 3B,F are for Gaussian smoothing with a
standard deviation parameter of 0.5 in a 5 × 5 pixel window.
Larger windows or standard deviations tended to over-smooth

and result in excessively large dR values in areas of high curvature
(ridges and valleys).

5.1.2 Root Mean Squared Error From Local Plane
Fitting
In a second approach, we calculated plane fits in 3 × 3 pixel
windows and assigned the resulting root mean squared error of
residuals to the center pixel (RMSE, units of m). This is a local
detrending of topography and similar polynomial fitting
approaches are used to calculate surface roughness associated
with bedrock outcrops (Milodowski et al., 2015). This is a
parameter-free technique, relying on least-squares fitting and
error minimization, which is less sensitive to outliers than
singular value decomposition. The plane-fit RMSE results in
similar spatial patterns as dR (Figures 3C,G). The drawback of
this method is the computational expense of plane fitting on
potentially millions of 3 × 3 pixel windows. This was optimized
and multi-threaded, but still takes significantly longer to
calculate than the other described metrics. Higher order fits
(second or fourth degree polynomials) and different window
sizes (5 × 5 pixels) were also tested, but all led to over-fitting
and/or obscured the variability in adjacent pixels. We note that
least-squares fitting is likely more efficient if higher-order
polynomials are required for second-order derivatives (e.g.,
Hurst et al., 2012).

5.1.3 High-Pass Hillshade Filtering
The final metric is based directly on the derived hillshade (HS)
image (8-bit integer values from 0 to 255) from the gridded
elevation surface. This is calculated from slope and aspect (in
radians) as:

HS � (cos(α) × cos(slope))
+ (sin(α) × sin(slope) × cos(c − aspect)) (1)

where α and c are the sun elevation and azimuth angles,
respectively, in radians. Throughout our analysis, slope and
aspect are calculated via the central difference method of
Zevenbergen and Thorne (1987), and in the discussion we
compare this with the Horn (1981) method—the two options
implemented in GDAL (GDAL/OGR contributors, 2021).
Different methods of calculating slope are discussed in
Smith et al. (2019), where the four-neighbor Zevenbergen
and Thorne (1987) method is selected based on its
similarity to analytical solutions on synthetic surfaces, and
its lack of smoothing.

The hillshade metric relies on the rough versus smooth
appearance of the hillshade, with lower or higher values
depending on the local pixel variability. Pixels with strong
gradients between them have greater difference to the
surrounding pixels (i.e., the inter-pixel consistency is lower).
Extracting these gradients can be done with common high-
pass filtering for edge detection using a 3 × 3 pixel Laplacian
window (8 in the center, surrounded by −1). The magnitude of
the gradient and not direction is of primary concern, so the
absolute value is taken.
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Since the gray-scale appearance of the hillshade also differs
with sun elevation angle and azimuth, we rotated them in 10°

increments from 10° to 90° for sun elevation and 45° increments
from 0° to 315° for azimuth. Following this, the maximum value at
each pixel was taken from the stack of high-pass filtered
hillshades, producing our unitless HPHS metric. We found
that changing the sun angle only changed the magnitude and
not the relative spatial pattern of HPHS, so we applied a
consistent 25° sun angle. Further, only taking the four cardinal
directions (0°, 90°, 180°, 270°) were sufficient to extract the spatial
pattern.

5.1.4 Selection of Inter-Pixel Consistency Metric
HPHS is a fast calculation because slope and aspect need only be
calculated once for every pixel and then the four hillshades (four
azimuths) and their gradients can be derived quickly. As all
three metrics showed similar spatial patterns, we chose to
continue with HPHS. Although the physical units (m)
associated with the other methods provide meaningful
magnitude, the dR metric requires selection of a smoothing
method and smoothing parameters, while fitting planes across
the grid to extract RMSE is computationally expensive.
Furthermore, unlike the other two options, the HPHS metric
includes slope and aspect information, and is closely linked to
qualitative DEM assessment of hillshade images, which remains
an important and useful visual check on quality (Polidori and El
Hage, 2020).

5.2 HPHS Fourier Frequency Analysis
Having selected an inter-pixel consistency quality metric that
accentuates the variability in adjacent pixels, we seek to quantify
it. For this, we turn to frequency analysis using the two-
dimensional discrete Fourier transform (2D DFT) on the
HPHS grids. This converts gridded values from the spatial to
the frequency domain, which provides information about the
amplitude and periodicity of the grid. In other words, the 2DDFT
quantifies the variance at discrete wavelengths (units of distance,
where frequency � wavelength−1). This technique has been used
in prior assessments of DEM quality and artifact removal (Arrell
et al., 2008; Purinton and Bookhagen, 2017; Yamazaki et al.,
2017), and this and other wavelet-based frequency analysis are
increasingly popular for characteristic landscape scaling and
feature identification (e.g., Perron et al., 2008; Booth et al.,
2009; Roering et al., 2010; Hooshyar et al., 2021; Struble et al.,
2021; Wapenhans et al., 2021).

5.2.1 2D DFT Calculation
We follow the methods outlined in Perron et al. (2008) and
Purinton and Bookhagen (2017) to take the 2D DFT of a square
matrix of HPHS values, h (x, y), with Nx × Ny measurements
spaced evenly by Δx and Δy:

H kx, ky( ) � ∑Nx−1

m�0
∑Ny−1

n�0
h mΔx, nΔy( )e−2πi kxm

Nx
+kyn
Ny

( ) (2)

where kx and ky are wave numbers andm and n are indices of h.
Further pre-processing details (e.g., detrending and

windowing to reduce spectral leakage) can be found in
Perron et al. (2008), and are also documented in the
provided Python codes: https://github.com/UP-RS-ESP/
DEM-Consistency-Metrics. The 2D DFT outputs an array
with the amplitudes of the frequency components in x and y,
given as:

fx � kx
NxΔx

, fy � ky
NyΔy

(3)

The spacing, Δx and Δy, can vary with orientation for gridded
values, and the lowest wavelength (highest frequency, a.k.a. the
Nyquist frequency) that can be resolved is 2Δx,y. For a 1 arcsec
grid this translates into a minimum wavelength of 2 arcsec, and
for a 30 m resampled grid into 60 m. The wavelength of a given
H (kx, ky) grid element is given as:

λ � 1�������
f2
x + f2

y

√ (4)

The quantity
�������
f2
x + f2

y

√
is the radial frequency and assigns every

element in (kx, ky) to a specific frequency. Given this relationship,
the minimum wavelength returned by the 2D DFT on a square
grid is actually above the Nyquist frequency, to account for the
power at adjacent (x-, y-, or diagonal) pixels. We emphasize that
these are not periodic features resolvable by the 2D DFT, since
they are only single pixel (not multi-pixel) steps. For a 1-arcsec
grid the maximum x and y frequencies (Nyquist frequency)
are fx � fy � 1/2 arcsec−1, and thus the minimum wavelength
returned is λ � 1.4 arcsec, and for a 30 m grid the minimum
wavelength is λ � 42 m.

From the 2D DFT, the power spectrum can be approximated
using the DFT periodogram:

PDFT kx, ky( ) � 1
Nx

2Ny
2|H kx, ky( )|2 (5)

The PDFT array is a measure of the variance of h and has units of
amplitude squared, which in our case is unitless when h is HPHS.
The spectral power is a measure of the mean-squared amplitude
at a given frequency or frequency range. From this power
spectrum we can quantify both low-frequency (long-
wavelength) periodic features at frequencies lower than the
Nyquist frequency (≥2-arcsec or ≥60-m wavelengths) and
high-frequency (short-wavelength) variance at frequencies
higher than the Nyquist frequency (1.4- to < 2-arcsec or 42-
to <60-m wavelengths).

5.2.2 Long-Wavelength Peaks
In the first step of Fourier frequency analysis, we quantify
periodic artifacts in the DEMs with wavelengths above the
Nyquist limit utilizing the 1 arcsec DEMs. Here we use the
un-projected grids, since resampling the DEMs to 30-m square
UTM pixels will introduce additional periodic artifacts. We
compare resampling schemes in a separate step.

Following Purinton and Bookhagen (2017), the 2D power
spectrum is first plotted in one dimension (1D) as radial
frequency versus mean-squared amplitude. A linear regression
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(a power-law fit in log-log space) through 20 logarithmically
spaced wavelength bins (at their median amplitude) is then
calculated and used as the background spectrum. Both the 1D
and 2D power spectra can be normalized by dividing the original
by this background spectrum using the power-law fit coefficients
applied to the 1D and 2D frequencies (Perron et al., 2008). This
results in the normalized power, which provides the opportunity
to observe longer-wavelength variability associated with orbital-,
sensor-, and/or processing-related artifacts. The signature of
these long-wavelength (≥2 pixel) features are anomalously
large power values (peaks) in the normalized spectrum.

These peaks can also be associated with topographic variability
from ridge and valley spacing (Perron et al., 2008), and larger
scale topographic trends of mountain ranges and salt flats, but we
expect such quasi-periodic features to have more diffuse power
signatures as opposed to repetitive patterns from DEM artifacts
(Arrell et al., 2008; Purinton and Bookhagen, 2017). As these
artifacts are low in variance compared to the variance of adjacent
pixels, they require large areas of analysis to become apparent.
Thus, we tiled each DEM into non-overlapping ∼60-km square
tiles (resulting in 16 tiles) and calculated the HPHS and
normalized power spectrum for each tile.

To objectively determine the presence of these peaks and
their wavelength, we rely on the ratio of the binned maximum
envelope of normalized power in a given DEM tile to the same
power envelope in the Copernicus DEM tile. This assumption is
based on the high inter-pixel consistency suggested by the
Copernicus DEM hillshade (Figure 2) and three metrics
(Figure 3), as well as the high-quality WorldDEMTM source.
Point-based validation using ICESat also indicates a relatively
high vertical accuracy of 2.17 m at the 90th percentile (LE90;
Fahrland et al., 2020). Therefore, the Copernicus normalized
power spectrum in a given tile should represent the background
power associated primarily with topographic variability.

With this assumption, we use 41 different logarithmically
spaced bins of wavelength from 50 to 250 in steps of 5 bins to
calculate a maximum normalized power envelope (the maximum
value in each bin). We restrict the bin range to ≥2-arcsec
wavelengths (2 pixels, ∼60 m) to 165-arcsec wavelengths (165
pixels, ∼5,000 m), as initial testing showed no spectral peaks at
longer wavelengths in the HPHS grids.

We then take the ratio of the maximum envelope to the same
envelope (same tile, same bins) from the Copernicus DEM and
select peaks that are three times greater than the standard
deviation of this ratio (DEM of interest : Copernicus). We
remove any identified peaks with ratio values <2 (below
twice the Copernicus maximum). With the peaks selected
and their bin value (wavelength) recorded, we can apply a
mask to the 2D DFT at the discrete peak wavelength ±5%.
The range was selected to allow some variability in the exact
peak location given the range of bins and shifting peak location.
We then search this wavelength range in the 2D DFT for the
maximum value. Since the 2D DFT contains information on the
orientation of the peak (θ):

tan(θ) � kyΔy

kxΔx
(6)

we can also retrieve the direction of the periodic sinusoidal wave
at the peak value.

With 16 tiles and 41 bins the peak finding is carried out 656 times
per DEM (SRTM-NASADEM, ASTER-GDEMv3, ALOS-W3Dv3.1,
TanDEM-X), leading to potentially thousands of peak
identifications. Varying the logarithmic binning during
peak selection acts to approximate uncertainties on the peak
wavelength and orientation. The nature of the binning may dilute
the exact wavelength and orientation, so the results are assessed with
2D histograms of peak wavelength and orientation, where each
histogram bin contains the number of peaks found.

5.2.3 High-Frequency Variance
The long-wavelength peaks are useful to identify and quantify
DEM artifacts, but we are primarily interested in the consistency
of adjacent pixels that will impact slope, aspect, curvature, and
flow-routing based on neighborhood calculations (typically 3 × 3
pixel window). As stated, the shortest wavelength periodic feature
resolvable by the 2D DFT is twice the pixel size. However, as the
sum of the PDFT over all frequency bins (i.e., the integral)
approximates the variance of the input grid (e.g., HPHS), we
can draw a direct connection between the percent of non-
normalized power at a given wavelength range and variability
of these pixel steps. Thus, in this second Fourier analysis step, we
do not quantify periodic signals, but rather the proportion of total
variance in the HPHS grid that is accounted for by adjacent
pixel steps.

In this case, we do not need to be concerned with longer-
wavelength artifacts introduced by resampling the grids to square
pixels, though we do note that the long-wavelength peak finding
analysis can also be used to quantify resampling artifacts.
Furthermore, resampling is typically the first step in
topographic analysis with DEMs and is done prior to any
slope or flow-routing calculations. Thus, prior to the high-
frequency analysis, we resample all grids to 30-m square pixels
in UTM zone 19S using the nearest neighbor, bilinear, cubic,
cubic spline, lanczos, and average resampling schemes in
gdalwarp (GDAL/OGR contributors, 2021). This also provides
the opportunity to assess differences in inter-pixel consistency
resulting from different resampling schemes.

Following resampling from 1 arcsec to 30 m DEMs, we take
the percent of total power (non-normalized) at the 42- to <60-m
wavelengths (adjacent pixels) and compare this between all five
DEMs. As we are not interested in peak identification and only
local variance signals, we used a smaller size of ∼20-km square
tiles (resulting in 96 tiles) for each DEM, from which we
calculated the HPHS, 2D DFT, and percent of power
(variance) above the Nyquist frequency. The 96-value
distributions for each DEM and each resampling scheme are
visualized using boxplots.

5.3 Geomorphic Implications
With the longer-wavelength peaks and higher-frequency variance
quantified, we seek to compare their effects on geomorphic
analysis. Calculations are always done on the UTM projected
grids (30 m resolution, resampled via cubic spline).
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In a first step, we calculate the slope distribution for each of the
three test catchments (Figure 1). We focus only on slope as it is
the first derivative of elevation, and inaccuracies caused by low
inter-pixel consistency in this metric will manifest in other DEM
derivatives, such as curvature and aspect. Gridded slope in
degrees is calculated in a 3 × 3 pixel window following the
standard Zevenbergen and Thorne (1987) algorithm. The
slope distributions for each DEM in each catchment are then
compared and connected to the inter-pixel consistency quantified
with the Fourier analysis.

We also extract flow networks for each catchment via the D8
algorithm (O’Callaghan and Mark, 1984) using each DEM and
compare the longitudinal river profile of the longest channel
(trunk stream). We assess the difference in normalized channel
steepness (ksn):

ksn � SA−θref (7)

where S is channel gradient, A is drainage area, and θref is a
reference channel concavity. This is a standard analysis in

FIGURE4 | Example of a 2DDFT analysis ofHPHS in a ∼60-km square tile for an un-projected 1 arcsec DEM. (A) SRTM-NASADEMhillshade. (B)HPHS calculated
on the tile, with color scaled from 0 to the 99th percentile. Note the distinct NW-SE striping pattern, particularly in the northwest. (C) 2D DFT periodogram, showing the
normalized amplitude (power) in frequency space. The lowest frequencies (longest wavelengths) are in the center of the plot, and wavelength (frequency) decreases
(increases) away from the center. Any two adjacent quadrants in the plot contain all the information, which is reflected through the central origin. The associated 1D
DFT is shown in Figure 5. For visualization purposes, the periodogram was morphologically dilated to increase the size of the discrete, high-power peaks and values
below the 50th percentile were excluded (colored white). Note the peaks (P1–4) orientated at ∼120° (counter clockwise (CCW) from east), with P4 (∼60 m wavelength)
occurring at other orientations. The signal of north-south orientated topography can be seen in the diffuse east-west power cluster at the lowest frequencies, and the high
power (high variance) above the Nyquist frequency (black circle) is shown by the high values in the corners.
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tectonic geomorphology used to identify channel knickpoints and
their tectonic and climatic forcings (e.g., Wobus et al., 2006).
Drainage extraction and ksn calculations (using a θref � 0.45 and
minimum drainage area threshold of 0.1 km2) were done with
LSDTopoTools (Mudd et al., 2019), which implements the integral
approach to channel steepness (Perron and Royden, 2013), with
the addition of segmented fitting (Mudd et al., 2014).

In a final step, we explore the effect of inter-pixel consistency
on local channel gradient calculations (channel node to channel
node along the profile). We follow the method of Clubb et al.
(2019), and apply linear regressions to local windows of
connected channel nodes to extract slope. We vary the
window size of gradient calculation over 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11
nodes (∼90–330 m channel segments) to explore its effect on
reducing artifact-related variance in the gradient.

6 RESULTS

Here, we focus on the detailed steps and results for Fourier
analysis of HPHS. We choose to present the results of the

geomorphic analysis in the discussion section, as they are
pertinent to discussions of inter-pixel consistency, and to the
suggestions and caveats of DEM selection.

6.1 Long-Wavelength Peaks
6.1.1 Normalized Power
An example power spectrum for the HPHS metric calculated on
one ∼60-km SRTM-NASADEM tile at 1 arcsec resolution is
shown in Figure 4. This includes the normalized power
(Figure 4C), which was calculated via the 1D power-law
fitting and normalization on the same tile (Figure 5). Roughly
north-south trending mountain ranges, with flat salars and
valleys between, are apparent in the hillshade image in
Figure 4A. The HPHS calculated on this hillshade (Figure 4B)
shows highest values on the ridges and valleys (topographic
signature), but also some high values on low-slope areas.
Furthermore, there is a clear striping pattern apparent in this
image, which is the SRTM artifact associated with mast-
oscillation during collection (Farr et al., 2007; Crippen et al.,
2016). The normalized power from the HPHS (Figure 4C) has
strong peaks associated with this pattern that are indicated as

FIGURE 5 | Example of a 1D DFT normalization procedure for the same 1 arcsec ∼60-km square SRTM-NASADEM tile shown in Figure 4A Mean-squared
amplitude (a measure of spectral power provided by the PDFT in Eq. 5) of HPHS (unitless) with log-spaced frequency bins and power-law fit to the bin medians.
(B) Amplitude (power) normalized by the power-law fit, with a maximum envelope connected in 100 log-spaced frequency bins ≥2-arcsec wavelengths. The
high-frequency power (adjacent pixels) returned by the radial frequency (cf. Eq. 4) are indicated by the dashed vertical lines from 1.4- to < 2-arcsec
wavelengths. The peaks (P1–4) shown in Figure 4C are indicated.
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P1–4. These peaks do not always occur at consistent orientations,
but they do have distinct and consistent wavelengths. On the
other hand, as expected, the quasi-periodic north-south trending
topographymanifests as a diffuse and low-power long wavelength
cluster with an approximately east-west orientation. We also note
that high power values are clustered in the corners of the power
spectrum, which hold the 1.4- to < 2-arcsec wavelengths.

Figure 5A shows the radial 1D power spectrum from the PDFT.
The amplitude decreases with increasing frequency, leading to an
approximate power-law distribution in the binned data. The
labelled peaks (P1–4) are particularly prominent in the
normalized power spectrum (Figure 5B). These are clearly
anomalous signals related to DEM artifacts and not
topographic signatures, which have much broader peaks
(Perron et al., 2008; Purinton and Bookhagen, 2017).

6.1.2 Peak Finding
The peaks identified in Figures 4C, 5B are objectively extracted
using the described peak finding method. In order to address
uncertainties associated with the logarithmic binning of the data,
we have performed the binning with different step sizes and
present here the averaged result.

Figure 6 presents two iterations (of 41 bin numbers) for 75
and 250 bins in the same 1 arcsec SRTM-NASADEM tile used

in Figures 4, 5. The normalized HPHS power spectrum for the
same tile is calculated for the 1 arcsec Copernicus DEM and the
ratio of maximum envelope of the SRTM-NASADEM:
Copernicus is taken, from which peaks are identified (3 ×
standard deviation and >2). Notably, not all expected peaks
(P1–4) are found, and the peaks differ slightly between each
bin step.

The process of peak finding is repeated 656 times (41 bin steps
× 16 tiles) for each DEM (SRTM-NASADEM, ASTER-GDEMv3,
ALOS-W3Dv3.1, and TanDEM-X), always using the Copernicus
DEM as the control (denominator in the maximum envelope
ratio). This generates an ensemble of peak wavelengths (identified
in 1D) and orientations (identified in 2D given the wavelength).
Thus, despite each tile and bin step potentially missing some
peaks and slightly shifting their wavelengths, we can visualize the
results with 2D histograms of wavelength and orientation in
Figure 7. The TanDEM-X DEM is not included as no peaks >2 in
its ratio against the Copernicus DEM were found. Although our
peak finding covered a wavelength range of 2–165 arcsec, no
peaks >25 arcsec (∼750 m) were found.

In Figure 7A, the ALOS-W3Dv3.1 has concentrated peaks at
3 arcsec (∼90 m) with orthogonal east-west and north-south
orientations. On the other hand, the ASTER-GDEMv3
(Figure 7B) has a range of peak wavelengths from 3–7 arcsec

FIGURE 6 | Example 1D DFT peak finding procedure for the same 1 arcsec ∼60-km square SRTM-NASADEM tile shown in Figures 4, 5. The result for 75 bins is
shown in (A) and (C), and for 250 bins in (B) and (D). The maximum HPHS power envelope from the same tile for Copernicus is used for normalization to highlight the
anomalous peaks. The minimum and maximum wavelength for binning and peak identification is set to 2 and 165 arcsec (∼60–5,000 m), respectively. Peaks are
automatically selected in the ratio plot if they are 3× the standard deviation and above a value of 2. The wavelength of the peak is identified, and the orientation of the
maximum wavelength in degrees counter clockwise from east are found by searching for the maximum value in the associated 2D DFT plot at this wavelength ±5%.
Peaks are labelled with their wavelengths and orientations. Not all peaks are found, but the procedure is repeated for 41 bin numbers (50–250 in steps of 5) for fitting
uncertainty estimation.
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(∼90–210 m) with less consistent orientation. We note that bins
with a low peak count are possible artifacts of the peak-
identification method. With this in mind, we suggest that the
ASTER-GDEMv3 peaks are particularly concentrated at 4 arcsec
(∼120 m) and 6–7 arcsec (∼180–210 m), and possibly in an
approximately north-south and east-west orientation, though
this is highly variable. The SRTM-NASADEM presents
particularly notable results (Figure 7C). The peaks occur at
consistent wavelengths (>50 peaks found) of 2 arcsec (∼60m),
12 arcsec (∼360 m), and 23–24 arcsec (∼690–720 m). Furthermore,
their orientations are consistently ∼60° and ∼120° counter
clockwise from east, which corresponds to a north-northeast
and north-northwest repetitive sinusoidal pattern.

6.2 High-Frequency Variance
The peaks quantified in Figure 7 correspond only to the ≥2-
arcsec (2-pixel) wavelengths in the HPHS grid on the un-
projected 1 arcsec DEMs. The sinusoidal DEM artifacts at
longer wavelengths (Figure 7) are notable, but the shorter-
wavelength variance has the primary impact on inter-pixel
consistency in local windows used for many topographic
calculations. The variance (percent of total power)
corresponding to the 42- to <60-m wavelengths (i.e., adjacent
x, y, and diagonal pixels) for the 30-m UTM resampled DEMs is
quantified in 96 square (∼20-km) tiles in Figure 8. Here, we are
able to use a smaller tile size to extract a larger distribution (more
tiles compared to 60-km tiling), since we are not interested in the

FIGURE 7 | HPHS power peaks found for all 16 square (∼60-km) tiles. Peak finding is done on un-projected 1 arcsec DEMs, and the upper x-axis label shows the
approximate wavelength in meters at 30-m pixel resolution. A 2D histogram is used to show the number of peaks, since many peaks are identified in the 41 separately
binned ratio plots for each of the 16 tiles (656 iterations). The histogram has bins in 1-arcsec wavelength steps (1 pixel) and 10° orientation steps. The resulting peak count
at each wavelength and orientation bin is shown for (A) ALOS-W3Dv3.1, (B) ASTER-GDEMv3, and (C) SRTM-NASADEM. No peaks were found above 25 arcsec
(25 pixels, ∼750 m), nor for the TanDEM-X. The colorscale is limited to 50 peaks, but often more were found. Orientation is given as counter clockwise (CCW) from east,
thus 0° is east, 45° is northeast, 90° is north, and so on.

FIGURE 8 | Percent of total HPHS power (variance) at 42- to <60-m wavelengths. Here, the DEMs are first projected in UTM zone 19S and resampled to 30-m
square pixels. Three resampling schemes are shown, with additional results in Supplementary Figure S2. For each DEM, the high-frequency power was calculated for
96 square (∼20-km) tiles. The distributions are shown as boxplots with center line showing the median, box showing the interquartile range (IQR), and caps showing
values at ± 1.5×IQR. Outliers are not shown. For all DEMs, except the SRTM-NASADEM, the nearest neighbor resampling has the highest variance and these
decrease with larger window sizes (bilinear) and higher order (cubic spline) approaches. The relative impact of smoothing is strongest for the ASTER-GDEMv3. We note
that larger-window resampling schemes also affect real topographic features.
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longer-wavelength periodic features, which are more subtle
(lower total percent of power) and only become prominent
when considering larger areas in the frequency analysis.

Figure 8 only presents the results for the nearest neighbor,
bilinear, and cubic spline resampling schemes, while
Supplementary Figure S2 shows the average, cubic, and
lanczos resampling methods. The percent of power at 42- to
<60-m wavelengths can be interpreted as the relative inter-pixel
consistency between the five DEMs. Lower values (median and
interquartile range <7.5%) for the Copernicus and TanDEM-X
correspond to relatively higher inter-pixel consistency (smoother
appearance in Figure 2A), compared to the lower inter-pixel
consistency implied by the higher percent of power values
(median and interquartile range >7.5%, often >10%) for
ALOS-W3Dv3.1, ASTER-GDEMv3, and SRTM-NASADEM.
We note that the TanDEM-X has somewhat higher percent of
power at < 60-m wavelengths compared to the Copernicus DEM
(derived from the same source data as the TanDEM-X research
product), which is a result of the careful editing and smoothing of
the Copernicus DEM. This is difficult to discern from the plot,
but, for example, the 25th percentile of the Copernicus boxplot
for the cubic spline resampling is at ∼2.49%, and at ∼2.51% for the
TanDEM-X. In most cases, variance is decreased (inter-pixel
consistency is increased) going from nearest neighbor to bilinear
to cubic spline resampling, with the SRTM-NASADEM being the
exception. The variance is also decreased going from lanczos to
cubic to average resampling in Supplementary Figure S2, but the
cubic spline resampling in Figure 8 produces the greatest
reduction in adjacent pixel variance.

7 DISCUSSION

The Fourier analysis allows us to quantify inter-pixel
consistency between the five (near) global 1 arcsec DEMs.
Pre-processing the gridded elevations, via local detrending
with our HPHS metric, highlights the signals associated
with inter-pixel consistency. In the following, we first
discuss caveats of the method. We then connect the
observed long-wavelength and high-frequency patterns with
possible causes and with DEM sources. Finally, we explore the
geomorphic impacts of the Fourier-quantified inter-pixel
consistency and make suggestions for DEM selection.

7.1 Considerations and Caveats of
Inter-Pixel Consistency Fourier Analysis
As previously stated, the use of an inter-pixel consistency metric
for comparing DEMs relies on some assumptions. First and
foremost, the characteristics of the study area must be known
via field and topographic knowledge or observation in satellite
imagery or other remotely sensed datasets (e.g., vegetation,
rainfall). The presence of vegetation or snow and ice would
modify the performance of a given DEM. For instance,
depending on the radar wavelength (e.g., C-band for SRTM
and X-band for TanDEM-X), there will be different
penetration depths of canopy (e.g., Carabajal and Harding,

2006; Hofton et al., 2006; Wessel et al., 2018) and snow (e.g.,
Rignot et al., 2001; Rossi et al., 2016), and for optical DEMs (e.g.,
ASTER and ALOS) only the top surface is recorded. Our study
area presents an opportunity to examine inter-pixel consistency
under ideal conditions: arid, nearly vegetation-free, and mixed
steep (mountain ranges) and flat (salars) topography (Figures
1C,D). Field observations and field measurements of our study
area show very low inter-pixel variations at 30 m spacing, and we
can interpret deviations in the consistency metrics to be DEM
artifacts and not topographic signal. We expect that the observed
artifacts will be present in other regions, and these will be further
impacted by land-surface characteristics, which may mask or
amplify the artifacts in complex ways.

A second assumption was used for objective peak
identification. Here, we assumed that the Copernicus DEM
was free of longer-wavelength artifacts and used this to take a
normalizing ratio to highlight anomalous peaks in spectral power
in the other datasets. This step is justified by the high-quality
source of the carefully edited AIRBUS WorldDEMTM—based on
the original TanDEM-X data. This said, the ratio step is only
necessary for automatic peak identification. In many cases, the
wavelength peaks could be graphically identified given their
prominence against background values (high power, e.g.,
Figure 5), and the method is useful as a stand-alone (without
reference data or another DEM) approach for the identification of
≥2-pixel wavelength artifacts. In a conservative sense, the
automatic identification of repetitive signals on the DFT
spectrum presented in this study is only relative to the
Copernicus DEM. However, the second step to quantify the
variability of high-frequency (<2 pixel) adjacent pixels in
UTM 30-m reprojected DEMs does not rely on a reference
surface, and instead acts as a comparative metric between
DEMs, under the first assumption of field characteristics: are
smoother or rougher local topographic surfaces expected? This
also provides quantitative assessment of differences in
resampling, which is a key first step in topographic analysis.

We note that the DFT can only be carried out on void-free
tiles, and all DEMs used here are void-filled versions. This is
accomplished by a combination of interpolation (e.g., Copernicus
voids ≤16 pixels in size interpolated from surrounding terrain;
Leister-Taylor et al., 2020) and/or replacement with other newer
or older DEMs (e.g., SRTM-NASADEM voids filled by ASTER-
GDEM and ALOS-W3D; Buckley et al., 2020). We do not expect
the void-filling to alter the consistency metrics reported here, as
these are discrete areas making up a small portion of the DEMs,
particularly in our arid study area, where atmospheric and land-
cover challenges to spaceborne DEM collection and processing
are minimized.

Fourier analysis performed directly on elevation grids are taken
to characterize landscape scales (Perron et al., 2008; Hooshyar
et al., 2021), identify and quantify pit-and-mound (Roering et al.,
2010) or landslide (Booth et al., 2009) topography, and even
identify and remove striping artifacts in lidar (Arrell et al.,
2008) and SRTM DEMs (Yamazaki et al., 2017; Purinton and
Bookhagen, 2018). Akin to these studies, we previously calculated
the 2D DFT directly on the gridded elevation values to highlight
artifacts in 2–8 pixel wavelengths for an 8 × 14-km clip of the
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ALOS-W3D 5m commercial DEM in Purinton and Bookhagen
(2017). This may be appropriate for higher-resolution DEMs
(<10m) in small study areas, but the large-scale (60-km tiles)
and diversity of topography in the 1 arcsec DEMs used here
necessitates a neighborhood filtering approach.

In Figure 9, we present a normalized 2D power spectrum
calculated directly on the elevation values for the same SRTM-
NASADEM tile shown in Figure 4. The influence of longer
(i.e., several dozen to hundred pixel steps) topographic
wavelengths of valleys, ridges, mountain chains, and salt flats
reduces and/or obscures the inter-pixel consistency, and the
periodic signals of artifacts. By locally detrending the
topography using a metric like HPHS, the wavelengths of
nearby pixel variability are highlighted, preparing the DEM
data for a more meaningful inter-pixel consistency analysis.
Furthermore, this and other metrics (internal smoothing dR,
plane-fit RMSE), provide an additional visual assessment of
DEM quality and the spatial patterns of noise, closely tied to
hillshade observations (Figure 2).

In another step, we tested the result of increasing the kernel
size for high-pass filtering in the HPHS calculation
(Supplementary Figure S1). Our 3×3-pixel filter particularly
accentuates the variability of adjacent pixels—and notably also
accentuates longer-wavelength periodic patterns—whereas
increasing the high-pass kernel size to 5 × 5 pixels
demonstrates that while the longer-wavelength patterns are
still visible in the 2D DFT, the high-frequency pixel-to-pixel
variance is reduced (Supplementary Figure S1).

A recent review by Polidori and El Hage (2020) highlights the
need for different approaches of inter-pixel consistency reporting
to improve understanding of DEM quality beyond vertical
accuracy. This is key given increases in quantitative
geomorphometry and dissemination of DEMs from many

(sometimes poorly understood) sources (Sofia, 2020). The
metrics developed here provide a more suitable assessment of
DEM quality compared to point-based vertical accuracy, which
does not account for the spatial variability of DEM vertical errors
that impact derivatives of elevation. These metrics do not use
reference surfaces (e.g., Kramm and Hoffmeister, 2019) to assess
spatially continuous patterns of vertical error, which requires co-
registration of the surfaces. Co-registration of the DEMs would be
particularly important for the case of the ALOS-W3Dv3.1, which
has the pixel edges aligned to integer coordinates in latitude and
longitude (EORC, 2021), rather than the pixel centers as in all
other DEMs, leading to a half pixel offset. Our Fourier steps
transform the analysis from the spatial to the frequency domain,
thus negating this co-registration requirement (Nuth and Kääb,
2011), which may introduce additional uncertainties from model
fitting and/or resampling.

7.2 Causes of Inter-Pixel Consistency
Observations
The Copernicus and TanDEM-X DEMs have the highest inter-
pixel consistency (Figure 8), with a generally smooth
representation of the arid landscape in our study area. The
TanDEM-X DEM is a research-grade product and still
contains some noise over water bodies and on steep slopes
(particularly eastern and western facing slopes facing the
TerraSAR-X/TanDEM-X satellite look direction). This
manifests in slightly higher <60-m wavelength variance for the
30-m projected tiles, but the TanDEM-X does not have any
longer-wavelength (>2 arcsec) anomalies in the 1 arcsec tiles.

The long-wavelength artifacts in the SRTM-NASADEM have
previously been identified by many authors (e.g., Gallant and
Read, 2009; Yamazaki et al., 2017; Purinton and Bookhagen,

FIGURE 9 | 2D DFT analysis of elevation in the same 1 arcsec ∼60-km square tile as Figure 4. (A) SRTM-NASADEM hillshade and elevation. (B) 2D DFT
periodogram, showing the normalized amplitude (power) in frequency space. As in Figure 4, for visualization purposes the 2D DFT was morphologically dilated to
increase the size of the discrete, high power peaks and values below the 50th percentile were excluded (colored white). Without a local detrending procedure to
accentuate inter-pixel consistency (e.g.,HPHS) topographic signals becomemore prominent, and the artifact peaks and high-frequency variance are reduced and/
or obscured. In this example, the approximately north-south trending ridges create the highest power signals in (B).
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2018; Grohmann, 2018). Here, we build on this previous work
and develop another approach to quantify the wavelengths and
orientations of these artifacts. The mast-oscillations during
collection are responsible for the original artifacts (Farr et al.,
2007), and this is clear from the north-northeast and north-
northwest orientation of the waves along the ascending and
descending passes of the shuttle mission. However, the
multiple wavelengths (2, 12, and 23–24 arcsec; Figure 7)
indicate possible interference-related harmonics from the mast
oscillations, ∼3 stacked passes, bilinear resampling steps, and/or
attempts to remove the ripples using ICESat measurements while
producing the recent SRTM-NASADEM (Buckley et al., 2020).
These artifacts could be removed via band-pass filtering on the
selected wavelengths identified as spectral peaks (Yamazaki et al.,
2017; Purinton and Bookhagen, 2018), but these peaks should be
calculated for each 1° × 1° DEM tile separately prior to filtering as
they may not be globally (or even regionally) consistent.

Aside from the SRTM-NASADEM (only ∼3 passes collected in
11 days), the other datasets represent multi-year collection efforts
with hundreds-of-thousands (TanDEM-X and Copernicus) to
millions (ASTER and ALOS) of individual stacked DEMs. All five
DEMs are delivered with auxiliary rasters containing pixel-level
information on their source. For instance, the coverage (COV)
raster for TanDEM-X with the number of TerraSAR-X/TanDEM-
X scenes (Wessel, 2016), and the mask (MSK) raster for ALOS with
the number of PRISM scenes or filling source (EORC, 2021).
Increasing the number of stacked scenes, especially in complex
topography, can improve DEM quality (e.g., Purinton and
Bookhagen, 2017), but inherent errors and biases will continue to
limit quality. In any case, these void- and stack-masks, along with
other auxiliary files, can be a useful check on DEM quality. Height
error maps (HEM) delivered with the Copernicus, TanDEM-X, and
more recently SRTM-NASADEM DEMs (Wessel, 2016; Buckley
et al., 2020; Leister-Taylor et al., 2020) can be useful for gaining a first
impression of accuracy, but these are based on interferometric
coherence, which may experience decorrelation due to a number
of surface conditions (e.g., vegetation cover, moisture). Our goal here
was to consider only the elevation surface to extract internal error
metrics without any other reference data or any background DEM
processing data, which is how many end users receive and utilize the
gridded DEMs.

Notably for the TanDEM-X, there has been recent efforts by
González et al. (2020) to improve the quality via careful editing
and smoothing (particularly over water bodies) of the 30 m
version, which may bring this DEM closer to the Copernicus
DEM. Additionally, ongoing bistatic scene collection to generate
scientific research products, such as a new global DEM collected
from 2017 to 2020, could lead to further improvements in the
TanDEM-X DEM (Zink et al., 2021). We do note that
observations in the study area show a smoother surface in the
Copernicus DEM compared with TanDEM-X; however, in local
areas this smoothing has noticeably flattened true topographic
expression in the form of rough bedrock outcrops. This is an
inevitable result of automatic DEM editing, which often has
significant moving-window smoothing steps. Other recent
efforts towards DEM editing and fusion (e.g., Yamazaki et al.,
2017; Liu et al., 2021) may create new and improved DEM

products, but these steps must be carried out carefully and the
underlying DEM data (typically from SRTM, ASTER, ALOS,
and/or TanDEM-X) can still propagate uncertainties into the
final product. Any DEM created by multi-step editing of
spaceborne data should be treated with care and analyzed for
inter-pixel consistency, in addition to traditional vertical accuracy
metrics.

High power in adjacent pixel steps measured on the HPHS
grid (Figure 8) are a sign of low inter-pixel consistency in our
geomorphically smooth, nearly vegetation-free study area. For
the SRTM-NASADEM, the longer-wavelength errors are orbital-
and, possibly, processing-related errors. The high-power in
adjacent pixels can be accounted for by sensor errors (signal
to noise ratio) and speckle associated with radar interferometric
generation (Buckley et al., 2020). This radar speckle can be
improved by multilooking, as in the case of TanDEM-X
(Wessel, 2016; Rizzoli et al., 2017), but for the SRTM-
NASADEM, the 30-m nominal resolution is likely already
beyond the true sampling resolution of this sensor, reported as
potentially 45–60 m (Sun et al., 2003; Farr et al., 2007; Tachikawa
et al., 2011).The optical DEMs used here (ASTER-GDEMv3 and
ALOS-W3Dv3.1) appear to suffer primarily from processing
artifacts. In particular, the ALOS World3D 5 m DEM
(underlying data for the 30-m product) and ASTER DEMs
both experience short-wavelength artifacts (low inter-pixel
consistency of adjacent pixels and ≤210-m wavelength artifacts
without a consistent orientation for ASTER) likely related to the
size of correlation kernels used in photogrammetric
reconstruction and errors with tie point matching between the
image pairs (ASTER) or triplets (ALOS). The ALOS-W3Dv3.1
was generated by average resampling of the original 5-m pixels
(EORC, 2021), and this manifests in a distinct artifact with power
peaks aligned orthogonal to the grid (due north and due east,
Figure 7A) in 3-pixel steps. This again highlights the benefit of
the HPHS calculation and Fourier analysis to identify resampling
artifacts, which may vary for different resampling schemes.

7.3 Reprojection and Resampling
Resampling during reprojection is a common pre-processing
step prior to any topographic analysis and is a requirement by
such software as TopoToolbox (Schwanghart and Scherler,
2014) and LSDTopoTools (Mudd et al., 2019). Thus, the
differences in high-frequency (adjacent pixel) variance for
different resampling schemes are particularly notable results
of the analysis (Figure 8; Supplementary Figure S2). Often
resampling is done using bilinear or nearest-neighbor
approaches, as these are quick and thought to provide
reasonable results. Resampling methods using larger or
adjustable window sizes or higher-order polynomials, such
as cubic spline resampling reduces the variance in adjacent
pixels and increases inter-pixel consistency. However, cubic
spline resampling may also be over-smoothing locations with
high topographic variability at short distances. This is a natural
result of DEM smoothing and points to a nuance of 30-m DEM
usage: the topographic variability at short distances is
convolved with the signal of non-topographic variance.
Smoothing these DEMs to increase inter-pixel consistency
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while retaining topographic signatures will require adaptive
resampling schemes. In any case, going forward with the
geomorphic analysis we use the cubic spline resampling.
Importantly, we note that different resampling schemes
only change the magnitude and not pattern (relative
difference between DEMs) of the results.

7.4 Geomorphic Implications
Moving from a tile-based approach to quantify the variance in
each DEM at specific wavelengths (pixel steps), we turn to our

selected catchments (Figure 1) to assess the impact of inter-pixel
consistency differences for geomorphic research.

7.4.1 Slope Distributions
The slope distributions calculated for each catchment and each
30 m cubic spline resampled DEM using the Zevenbergen and
Thorne (1987) algorithm are presented in Figure 10. The density
was calculated using a kernel-density estimate of the underlying
distribution. The log-density is shown, which enhances
visualization of the differences in the distributions, particularly
at the >40° upper tail, where there are fewer values but greater
differences depending on the DEM. At the higher percentiles, the
impact of low inter-pixel consistency is particularly notable for
the ASTER-GDEMv3, which typically has more steeper slopes
measured.

To further investigate the impact on the slope distribution,
we use percentile-percentile plots (a.k.a. QQ plots) of the
1st–99th percentile slope values of the 30-m reprojected
Copernicus DEM versus the TanDEM-X, ALOS-W3Dv3.1,
ASTER-GDEMv3, and SRTM-NASADEM (Figure 11). In
this case, we combine the measurements for all three
catchments, as the individual catchment plots showed similar
relationships (Supplementary Figures S3–S5), and Figure 11
presents an average of this. We note that the Zevenbergen and
Thorne (1987) algorithm takes the gradient from adjacent
(edges touching) pixels for slope calculations. In the
Supplementary Figure S6, we also use the Horn (1981)
algorithm, which considers the diagonally adjacent (corners
touching) pixels, and may be more appropriate for rougher
surfaces. In Supplementary Figure S6, we note that the
alternative slope calculation only reduces the magnitude of
measured slopes (e.g., lower median and upper percentiles
compared to Zevenbergen and Thorne (1987)), but does not
change the relationship between DEMs.

Figure 11 shows that the TanDEM-X distribution is nearly
identical to the Copernicus, and the ALOS-W3Dv3.1 has
differences of <1° at a given percentile (although often <0.5°).
On the other hand, the ASTER-GDEMv3 and SRTM-
NASADEM significantly diverge from the Copernicus
distribution, with many ≥1° differences, and consistent
under-representation of the median, and, in the case of
ASTER-GDEMv3, over-representation of the upper (≥95th)
percentiles. Therefore, studies relying on hillslope
distributions from the ASTER and SRTM DEMs will likely
under-estimate the central distribution (median) and over-
estimate the tail (steepest topography), which may impact
conclusions of hillslope responses to changes in erosion (e.g.,
Ouimet et al., 2009).

7.4.2 Channel Gradients
The inter-pixel consistency investigation is extended to the
channel network in Figure 12. This plot only shows the
results for the 30 m cubic-spline resampled Copernicus,
ASTER-GDEMv3, and SRTM-NASADEM in the Honda
catchment, and other DEMs (TanDEM-X and ALOS-
W3Dv3.1) and catchments (Queva and Palermo) are provided
in the Supplementary Figures S7–S11). The normalized channel

FIGURE 10 | Catchment slope distributions (note the logarithmic
y-axes) for each DEM in the three—(A) Honda, (B) Queva, and (C)
Palermo—test catchments shown in Figure 1. Slope was calculated with
the Zevenbergen and Thorne (1987) algorithm on cubic spline
resampled 30-m DEMs (but results are comparable with other resampling
methods). Note that the ASTER-GDEMv3, which has low inter-pixel
consistency, tends to higher occurrences at higher slopes since there is
greater variability in adjacent pixels.
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steepness (ksn) values show consistent spatial patterns in the
trunk stream no matter the DEM used, with a prominent
knickpoint (ksn > 200 m0.9) consistently around 5-km flow
distance. The ksn calculation in other catchments is generally
consistent, although we do note differences for more subtle,
lower-magnitude possible knickpoints in the downstream
Palermo profile (Supplementary Figure S10).

The channel steepness profile analysis is a metric usually applied
to length scales of several hundred meters or longer and thus
performs inherent smoothing of the input DEM data. This
mitigates some effects of DEMs with large inter-pixel
inconsistencies (e.g., Wobus et al., 2006). Therefore, the
consistent performance of the ksn metric is expected, and our
previous work (Purinton and Bookhagen, 2017) showed similar
concavity measurements using a similar range of DEMs (and DEM
resolutions). We argue that for river-profile steepness analysis over

several-km flow lengths in steep mountains, where the rivers
descend hundreds to thousands of m in elevation, the tested
DEMs perform similarly. However, we note that higher-
resolution DEMs (e.g., lidar) lead to more measurements and
allow finer-scaled distinction of geomorphic processes (Grieve
et al., 2016; Clubb et al., 2019), although higher-resolution data
require higher precision (Smith et al., 2019). This is important for
detection of high magnitude, but short length-scale slope changes in
river profiles, for example for knickpoint and step-pool detection.

The similarity in ksn is notmatched by the patterns of local (channel
node to channel node) gradient shown in Figure 12. The 1-km binned
standard deviation of gradient in the middle row (Figures 12D–F),
shows a greater spread for theDEMswith lower inter-pixel consistency
(ASTER-GDEMv3 and SRTM-NASADEM). As the window size of
the gradient calculation is increased from three channel nodes (∼90m)
to 11 channel nodes (∼330m), this variability is reduced (i.e., the

FIGURE 11 | Catchment slope percentile-percentile plots on cubic spline resampled 30-m DEMs. All three slope distributions for the three test catchments
(Figure 1) are combined, with separate plots for each catchment shown in Supplementary Figures S3–S5. Percentiles are compared against Copernicus (x-axis on all
plots) for (A) TanDEM-X, (B) ALOS-W3Dv3.1, (C) ASTER-GDEMv3, and (D) SRTM-NASADEM. The maximum relative percentage difference in slope compared to
Copernicus approaches 0.3, 1.5, 6.2, and 4.5% for the TanDEM-X, ALOS-W3Dv3.1, ASTER-GDEMv3, and SRTM-NASADEM, respectively. Slope was calculated
with the Zevenbergen and Thorne (1987) algorithm, and Supplementary Figure S6 presents the results using the alternative Horn (1981) algorithm.
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calculation is smoothed) and the final gradients in the bottom row
(Figures 12G–I) begin to resemble one another, although with clear
differences remaining. Although the channel gradient calculation is
smoothed with increasing window size, this comes at the cost of finer-
scale analysis of slope differences in shorter (<330m) channel reaches.

The differences in longitudinal river profile gradient calculations
between the different DEMs are summarized in Figure 13. This
combines all data from the three catchment trunk streams and

DEMs (similar to Figure 11). Figure 13A demonstrates that the
DEMs with low inter-pixel consistency (ASTER-GDEMv3 and
SRTM-NASADEM) have higher variability in gradient
(measured as the sum of standard deviations across all 1-km
bins), but this variability converges towards the Copernicus and
TanDEM-X values with increasing window size. The variability in
gradient for the SRTM-NASADEM and ASTER-GDEMv3
converges on the 3-node window value of the smoother DEMs

FIGURE 12 | Comparison of trunk stream longitudinal river profile for the Honda Catchment (Figure 1). The left, center, and right columns correspond to the
Copernicus, ASTER-GDEMv3, and SRTM-NASADEM, respectively. The top row (A–C) shows the channel elevation profile (left axis)with the channel nodes colored by
their ksn value, and the channel gradient plotted as black crosses (right axis) calculated from 3-node distances (∼90 m). The middle row (D–F) shows the standard
deviation of the gradient in 1-km flow distance bins, where the first row in these sub-plots correspond to the window used in (A–C). The decrease in gradient
standard deviation with increasing window size is shown in (D–F), with the last row of these sub-plots corresponding to the last row (G–I) of the figure, which shows the
resulting gradient calculation using an 11-node (∼330 m) window. Other DEMs (TanDEM-X and ALOS-W3Dv3.1) and catchments (Queva and Palermo) are shown in
Supplementary Figures S7–S11.

FIGURE 13 | Summary window size versus gradient standard deviation for all trunk stream river profiles. (A) Sum of the gradient standard deviations across all 1-
km flow distance bins in each catchment for each DEM. Note that the DEM with the lowest inter-pixel consistency (ASTER-GDEMv3, pink) shows the strongest
smoothing effect with increasing window size. But even with an 11-node window smoothing, the standard deviation is 30–50% higher than for the other DEMs.
Smoothing of the SRTM-NASADEM (yellow) leads to near convergence of standard deviations with the Copernicus DEM. The ALOS-W3Dv3.1 (purple) is overall
smoother, potentially due to a hydrologic preconditioning step. (B) Relationship between standard deviation of gradient and average channel gradient in each 1-km flow
distance bin for all three catchments for ASTER-GDEMv3, with gradient calculated in an 11-node window. Higher gradients have higher standard deviation, suggesting
that higher gradients have lower inter-pixel consistencies.
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with pixel windows of 5 and 9, respectively. This implies that a
DEM with lower inter-pixel consistency should use different
(larger) window sizes for channel gradient calculations than a
more internally consistent DEM.

Figure 13B shows another subtlety of the channel gradient
analysis. Here, we see that the variability in channel gradient
increases with increasing average gradient, which means that
steeper parts of the channel are expected to have a greater spread
of steepness. This is exactly the nature of a concave channel profile,
where gradient decreases quasi-exponentially downstream (the values
change more in the upper, steeper reaches). Thus, the window size of
slope calculation will impact different channel reaches differently,
which may be an important consideration over long or very steep
profiles. Recent work has explored the usage of adaptive approaches
with smoothing adjusted to the amount of slope variability
(Schwanghart and Scherler, 2017; Gailleton et al., 2019).

7.5 DEM Quality and Suggestions
One interesting consideration from the analysis concerns the
ALOS-W3Dv3.1. In Figure 8, the inter-pixel consistency is
lower than for the Copernicus (higher percentage of power at
42- to <60-m wavelengths). However, the slope distributions are
very similar to the Copernicus DEM (Figure 11B), compared to
the ASTER-GDEMv3 and SRTM-NASADEM, which have much
lower inter-pixel consistency (>∼10% in Figure 8). Notably,
despite the lower inter-pixel consistency implied by the boxplot
in Figure 8, the ALOS-W3Dv3.1 has the lowest variability in
channel gradient of all DEMs (Figure 13A). This is a possible sign
of a hydrologic preconditioning step of this dataset, though
unreported in the technical documentation (EORC, 2021).

Although longitudinal river profile analysis at large (several km)
scales in steep, high-relief catchments for tectonic and climatic
forcings are less affected by DEM choice (e.g., ksn), other
catchment analysis like slope distributions will be impacted by
this choice. Furthermore, fine-scale analysis of channel gradients
will be particularly impacted by the channel-node to channel-node
variability, with implications for assessing reach-scale channel
morphology and knickpoint detection for tectonic
geomorphology (e.g., Neely et al., 2017; Clubb et al., 2019;
Gailleton et al., 2019) and river ecology (e.g., Beechie and Sibley,
1997; Bisson et al., 2017), among others.

This study does not address DEMs of different resolution, as
we focus only on the widely used and open-source (near) global
30 m DEMs. We do note that DEM resolution will impact
geomorphic analysis and the calculation of derivatives of
elevation (Purinton and Bookhagen, 2017; Grieve et al., 2016;
Smith et al., 2019), but many studies in remote or extensive areas
will continue to rely on the 30-m datasets. Although the spatial
resolution of these DEMs is too coarse for channel-head detection
(e.g., Passalacqua et al., 2010a,b; Clubb et al., 2014; Hooshyar et al.,
2016), high inter-pixel consistency, especially in low slopes near
drainage divides, will allow more accurate flow path derivation
using divergent flow routing algorithms like D∞ (Tarboton, 2005).
This is an important component in soil mantled and diffusional
landscapes, irrespective of vegetation cover.

Previouswork to quantify vertical error inDEMs (e.g., Becek, 2008;
Becek, 2014; Becek et al., 2016; Yamazaki et al., 2017) highlights that

error can be introduced by various sensor biases, quantization of
elevation values (i.e., integer versus floating point), and land cover. In
our study, a primary goal is to avoid reference data and develop an
internal metric to compare DEM quality using only a priori
knowledge of a smooth, bare-earth study area with mixed steep
and flat terrain. While the methods developed by Becek (2008)
demonstrate a novel use of airplane runways as continuous
reference surfaces, this is limited to flat terrain of limited spatial
extent and requires some assumptions, such as a uniform distribution
of quantization and slope-induce errors. In any case, the results from
the runway method on SRTM (Becek, 2008), ASTER GDEM (Becek,
2014), and WorldDEMTM (Becek et al., 2016) support the relative
quality between these datasets found in this study (where we use the
Copernicus DEM based on the WorldDEMTM).

Technical documentation available for spaceborne DEMs
(Wessel, 2016; Abrams and Crippen, 2019; Buckley et al.,
2020; Leister-Taylor et al., 2020; EORC, 2021; Zink et al.,
2021) contain important information on processing and
limitations, but this information is often neglected and end
users of 30 m DEMs require fundamental metrics of DEM
quality beyond vertical point-based accuracy. Our local pixel
variability metric based directly on the hillshade image (which
includes slope and aspect information), combined with
quantification of inter-pixel consistency and demonstration of
the impacts on geomorphic research, provides a quantitative
explanation of spaceborne DEM quality.

From our analysis, it is clear that the newly released Copernicus
DEM—based on the high-quality TanDEM-X derived
WorldDEMTM—has the highest inter-pixel consistency, and
therefore most realistic representation of the topography in our
study area. This is in agreement with the findings of other studies
comparing TanDEM-X to previous DEMs (Pipaud et al., 2015;
Purinton and Bookhagen, 2017; Boulton and Stokes, 2018;
Grohmann, 2018), and recent reporting on Copernicus (Guth and
Geoffroy, 2021). We do note that other authors have found better
performance of the ALOS-W3D for stream profile analysis
(Schwanghart and Scherler, 2017), possibly due to hydrologic
preconditioning. Older DEMs like the SRTM-NASADEM and
ASTER-GDEMv3 continue to be developed, and these can be useful
as time-shots of the Earth surface during collection, but geomorphic
analysis at the catchment and mountain belt scale should increasingly
rely on the newer Copernicus and TanDEM-X global DEMs.

8 CONCLUSION

This study compared the most updated versions of five (near)
global DEMs with 1 arcsec (∼30m) resolution. In order of release
date for their original versions, these are the SRTM-NASADEM,
ASTER-GDEMv3, ALOS-W3Dv3.1, TanDEM-X, and Copernicus
DEMs. Four of these are fully open-access, while the TanDEM-X is
a research-grade product available through a DLR proposal. Our
study area in the steep Central Andes is geomorphically smooth
and arid (nearly vegetation-free), which results in ideal conditions
for bare-earth remote sensing and comparison of DEMs.

We developed new metrics for assessing vertical uncertainty
that highlight the vertical variability in adjacent pixels, which is
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not related to true topographic signal, but rather sensor, orbital,
and/or processing, including resampling, artifacts. We refer to
this as the inter-pixel consistency, where low (high) inter-pixel
consistency refers to high (low) variability in adjacent pixels. Our
chosen analysis metric is based on high-pass filtering of the
hillshade images for each DEM and does not rely on reference
data. We quantified the inter-pixel consistency at greater than 2-
pixel wavelengths and in adjacent pixel neighborhoods (3 × 3
pixel) using Fourier frequency analysis. We found:

1) The Copernicus DEM, which is derived from the TanDEM-X
original data, has the most realistic height representation with
low pixel-to-pixel noise and no longer-wavelength (≥2 pixels,
or ≥ ∼60 m) artifacts.

2) The SRTM-NASADEM and ASTER-GDEMv3 contain longer-
wavelength artifacts at ∼2–24 pixel (∼60–720 m) wavelengths
related to sensor, orbital, and/or processing artifacts. These
DEMs also contain significant high-frequency variability in
adjacent pixel steps, detrimental to pixel neighborhood
calculations, such as hillslope angle and channel gradient.

3) The ALOS-W3Dv3.1 may be suitable for hydrologic analysis
but should be treated with care due to a 3-pixel wavelength
resampling error and possible additional unreported filtering
steps that affect valley bottoms.

4) DEMs with lower inter-pixel consistency (higher vertical
variability) have catchment-wide slope distributions skewed to
higher slope values, particularly the ASTER-GDEMv3.

5) DEMs with lower inter-pixel consistency also show higher
scattering of elevation and channel gradient values in
longitudinal river profiles, but these gradients can be
partially smoothed by calculations using larger windows.

6) The resampling scheme that provides the most smoothing of
adjacent pixel variability was cubic spline, whereas commonly used
bilinear and nearest neighbor schemes provided less smooth results.

The caveat of larger window sizes or different resampling schemes
is that true topographic variability is likely smoothed along with
artifact variability. Therefore, the selection of a DEM with the most
consistent height representation (i.e., Copernicus and TanDEM-X) is
most important for quantitative geomorphic analysis. A more
complete picture of DEM quality for geomorphic analysis includes
pixel variability quantified with respect to local neighborhoods,
beyond point-based vertical accuracy from reference data.
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